Education for SEAPower
Secretary of the Navy Decisions

**OPNAV N7**
Director of Warfighting Development
- Strategic leader and Resource Sponsor of Navy Education, Experimentation, Wargaming, and Analytics
- Partnered with the Marine Deputy Commandant for Combat Development and Integration for greater naval capacity

**Chief Learning Officer**
for Naval Education (DoN Secretariat)
- Senior advisor to SECNAV, CNO, and CMC on all matters regarding naval education
- SECNAV personal representative for all education programs during the programming and budgeting process
- Strategic conduit to civilian academia and private sector for increased organizational learning
- Operational by June 1, 2019

**Centralized Educational System**
Technical Advisor
- Unification of design, development, acquisition and execution of all digital delivery systems
- Operational by October 1, 2019

**Naval Community College**
- First priority in establishing the Naval University System
- Accredited associate’s degrees for our enlisted in academic fields that directly impact our National Defense Strategy
- Uses universal transcripts and all resources of the Naval University System (NUS), along with civilian institutions and partners
- Operational by January 1, 2021

**Develop Naval University System**
- Align and orchestrate academic efforts and resources of all naval education activities
- Enables common strategic intent, enabling integration of technology leadership and strategic studies

**Naval Educational Strategy**
- Comprehensive strategy with unified intent encompassing wargaming, team learning and continual learning
- Comprehensive curriculum review coordinated with OPNAV N7 and DC CDI
- Recapitalize and refocus on S&T research within the NUS and expand private/public partnerships
- Due by December 31, 2019

“I am convinced, now more than ever before, that the intellectual development of our naval leaders is the most critical warfighting capability for our national security” — Secretary of the Navy, Richard V. Spencer